					Dear relation,
					
					
					

Beside our report about the peanut market, Aldebaran also would
like to keep you informed about the sunflower market. The sunflower
trade of Aldebaran has grown strongly these recent years. From now
on, we shall send our vision of the sunflower market with information
about the market and prices. This way, you will be kept up to date.

					
New crop
At the moment, there are a lot of speculations about the quality of the new crop and prices. However,
the main thing is that it is to early to give a forecast about the new crop. Right now, it is typical spring
in Eastern Europe as the rain levels are at the average levels for the season. During the summer
there will be more information about the growth of the new crop.
Current market
The price expection for current bakery kernels and in-shells is expected to increase during the
summer. This untill the new crop has arrived. There may be some quantities left for storage,
but be careful to check the quality that has been stored.
Current prices of Aldebaran Commodities
Bulgarian Sunflower kernels bakery
Bulgarian Sunflower chips bakery
Bulgarian Sunflower in-shells (striped Dakota)
Argentine Sunflower kernels (striped Dakota)

EUR 670,- (ex works Bulgaria)
EUR 570,- (ex works Bulgaria)
EUR 1.155,- (ex works Bulgaria)
EUR 800,- (ex works Romania)

If you have any requests, please feel free to contact us. We are willing to make you also prices on
DDP warehouse basis.
Any feedback on our market report is more than welcome as well.

Kindest regards,
Paul, Mark and Nurcan
Trade Department
Aldebaran Commodities B.V.
Rotterdam | The Netherlands
Direct +31-107620518 | Office +31-104364937
Mobile +31-653162064
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